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SUMMARY. Cataloging is compared to descriptive bibliography, to
enumerative bibliography and abstracting and indexing services as well as
to metadata created by Web search engines or by nonprofessionals at sites
such as Amazon.com. These four types of metadata are compared with
regard to object of the description, functions, scope, number of copies
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control, evidence, amount of descriptive detail, degression, time span the
data is intended to last, and degree of evaluation.
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INTRODUCTION
Powerful library administrators have been making negative comparisons between library catalogs and bookseller catalogs, such as Amazon.com, and between library catalogs and Web search engines, such as Google (Marcum, 2005; Flecker, 2005). Commercial abstracting and indexing tools are also sometimes used as examples of access tools that are created more quickly and therefore provide more timely access to current literature than do library catalogs. Such comparisons are like comparing apples and oranges. These are all very different tools with very different goals and objectives. One purpose of this article is to point out these very different goals and objectives to provide a little more clarity to these discussions.

The term metadata is now being used in a very loose fashion by both librarians and computer scientists. While some argue that cataloging is a kind of metadata, it is clear from actual metadata projects that much metadata is very far from being cataloging. An important distinction between cataloging and other kinds of metadata is in danger of being lost. Another purpose of this article is to make some needed distinctions in this area.

The final purpose of this article is related to the fact that new cataloging rules are on the way; it is planned for Resource description and access to replace the Anglo-American cataloguing rules, 2nd ed. rev. (RDA). The designers of these new cataloging rules seem to have a desire to create rules that can be used by a much wider community than that of libraries in their creation of item-level cataloging records. It appears that an attempt will be made to design rules that can be used to create metadata for electronic documents, descriptions of rare books and museum objects, and collection-level records for unpublished materials in collections based on provenance. Functional requirements
for bibliographic records (FRBR), a model that underpins the new cataloging rules, is aiming at an even wider audience, including scholars of folklore, descriptive bibliographers, and computer scientist designers of projects that analyze raw data using computers with no human intervention whatsoever. The assumption seems to be that all these diverse areas have more in common than they have differences. There is a danger that some important distinctions will be lost in the rush to be so all-inclusive. For all these reasons, this paper was written to try to make these distinctions and raise some questions about where we are headed.

For the purposes of this paper, “cataloging” is defined as “the creation of catalogs”; and a “catalog” is defined as: a guide to a particular collection or aggregate of collections created using standards that govern both the choice and the labeling of data in such a way as to result in the choice of preferred names for authors, works, subjects, and disciplines, with provision for access under variant forms, such that a user who searches under any variant is led to everything of interest (all works on the subject sought, all works by the author sought, or all editions or expressions of the work sought). In any given catalog record, sufficient data is recorded to allow a user to identify and distinguish one edition or expression from another and to select a desired work or expression of a work.

1. CATALOGING COMPARED TO DESCRIPTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY

Object of the description

Tanselle argues that the essential difference is that descriptive bibliography describes the ideal copy, while cataloging describes a particular copy. (Tanselle, 1977, p.
4) This is not completely accurate; the ordinary cataloger, in describing a particular copy, aims at describing both the edition or expression to which it belongs, as issued, and the work of which it is an edition or expression; a conscious effort is made not to include copy-specific details in the bibliographic record or at least to differentiate clearly which details are copy-specific. Tanselle himself recognizes this when he characterizes AACR collation as aiming at "extent of work" (Tanselle, 1977, p. 52), although "extent of expression" would be more accurate within the FRBR model.

**Functions**

Lubetzky quotes Pierce Butler--"A catalog is a bibliography of the books in a particular collection"--and goes on to elaborate the function of the catalog as being that of serving as a guide to a particular collection, indicating relationships between items in the collection. (Lubetzky, p. 269) Note that modern cataloging is also called on to serve the functions of a national bibliography; this can create tensions between local and national/international needs and make the demonstration of relationships quite a complex task. The function of descriptive bibliography is essentially to record physical evidence that bears on printing history of particular texts and on printing and publishing history in general.

**Scope**

Most writers, including Lubetzky and Tanselle, emphasize that the scope of a catalog is a particular collection. (Lubetzky, p. 269; Tanselle, 1977, p. 10) This is an important distinction in that it points up the fact that, in contrast to catalogers,
bibliographers are free to define their scope as necessary to serve their particular purposes and the fact that catalogers can usually examine only those copies that are in their particular collections. However, in the last hundred years, it has become increasingly the case that catalogers catalog not just for their local catalog but also to contribute to the national bibliography.

**Number of copies examined**

Tanselle rejects this criterion in favor of the object of description as the essential difference. This seems to be a very important difference, however. It is only after examining *all* copies of a text that one can be sure of what the discriminatory details are in any particular case, i.e., the details that discriminate between particular states, issues, impressions, and editions of a text. Since this extent of research cannot be performed by catalogers, it is impossible for them not just to describe an ideal copy (in Tanselle's sense) but even to be sure that they are including in their descriptions the pieces of evidence that a bibliographer would need to tell exactly what is held in that particular collection. The cataloger can examine copies outside his or her collection only in surrogate form (i.e., in the form of cataloging records created by other catalogers in other collections) and only if surrogates for them are readily available. These surrogates will have been created under the same handicap; that is, their creators will not have been able to examine all extant copies in order to identify variations and determine the important discriminatory detail to describe them.

**Collective vs. individual creation**
It is extremely rare for even a single local catalog to be the product of the work of a single person. A descriptive bibliography is usually the product of a single person, who plans the scope, looks at all of the items described, decides on what kinds of evidence are relevant, and records the relevant evidence according to his or her own rules that are devised to fit the circumstances of that particular project. Surely, a descriptive bibliography is likely to be carried out in a more uniform and predictable fashion than a catalog, which is gradually built up over many years due to the efforts of countless catalogers. It should be noted, of course, that non-institutional catalogs, such as bookseller's or collector's catalogs, may be the work of a single person. Union catalogs, such as OCLC or the ESTC, are bound to have even more inconsistencies due to differences in cataloging policy from one institution to another.

Standardization

Because catalogs are created collectively, rules and other standards are written to try to attain some measure of uniformity from one cataloger to another and from one institution to another (to allow construction of union catalogs or national bibliographies). Because the data in a catalog is both gathered and presented in a predictable fashion, it is possible to design complex indexes and displays of records from many different institutions; for example, it is possible to display all the editions of a particular work, along with all of the works related to it and all of the works about it in response to a user's search that uses a variant of the author's name and a variant of the title of the work.

A descriptive bibliographer is much freer than a cataloger is to tailor-make descriptive rules and formats to fit the materials being described although the necessity to
communicate findings does impose some requirements for use of standard terminology, standard collation formulae (or at least comprehensible ones), etc.

**Authority control**

Authority control of names, work identifiers, and subjects is a special kind of standardization that is much more likely to be necessary in large cataloging and union cataloging projects than in descriptive bibliography projects. When authority control is applied effectively, users are enabled to find the works they seek under any variant of author name (Mark Twain vs. Samuel Clemens), variant of title (Tom Sawyer vs. Adventures of Tom Sawyer), or subject synonym they might use in their search (e.g. hypnosis vs. hypnotism). In addition, homonyms are differentiated (e.g. cold the disease vs. cold the temperature), people with the same name are differentiated (e.g. George Bush), and works with the same title are differentiated (e.g., 5th symphony). And finally, a structure is created that allows a user to broaden and narrow a search as desired.

**Evidence**

In ordinary cataloging, the title page and preliminaries are the primary evidence; and they are taken at face value, unless there is clear evidence of falsehood or error. The title page is only roughly transcribed. The descriptive bibliographer may use a much vaster array of evidence: signatures, running titles, paper (format, watermarks, chain lines, etc.), typography (quasi-facsimile transcription, identification of type faces, etc.), binding, ownership, textual variation (catchwords, fingerprints), etc. Tanselle is right to reject this as an essential criterion in differentiating between cataloging and descriptive
bibliography (Tanselle, 1977, p. 5) since rare book catalogers, to one degree or another, often record much of the same evidence that descriptive bibliographers do. However, in this criterion lies much of the distinction between ordinary cataloging and descriptive bibliography. Although edition is defined in AACR2 as all copies produced from substantially the same type image, the evidence employed to determine whether two items are the same edition are in practice essentially the title page transcription and the paging (at least in ordinary cataloging).

**Amount of descriptive detail**

Tanselle is right to reject this as a criterion as well (Tanselle, 1977, p. 5) as there is wide variation among catalogs and bibliographies alike. It is interesting, though, to contrast Bowers' assertion that a more fully detailed description should be given if fewer copies have been examined (Bowers, 1953, p. 5) with Schneider's assertion that entries in catalogs must be brief while entries in bibliographies must be full. (Schneider, p. 51) Schneider is talking primarily about enumerative bibliographies; the implication is that a fuller description may be needed to aid users in finding listed works whereas less detail may be needed in a catalog that can lead the user directly to the work itself (or at least an edition of it). Bowers seems to mean that the more investigation a bibliographer has done, the more assurance with which he or she can eliminate particular details as non-discriminatory. However, the message from these two bibliographers about the amount of detail appropriate to a catalog is contradictory!

**Degression**
Degression, in the modern sense (the use of only discriminatory detail for editions after the first), is used only in some book catalogs and descriptive bibliographies. Card and online catalogs historically have used unit records. One suspects that, in the case of the card catalog, this was due to a reluctance to modify a card once filed. In the online environment, it surely is connected with a shared cataloging environment in which records are copied into thousands of different catalogs.

Degression in Madan's sense (Madan) sounds like the modern cataloging concept of levels of description. For economic reasons, many catalogs contain minimal records for classes of materials identified by librarians as less important. The differences between rare book cataloging and ordinary cataloging might be considered to be due to degressive practice in Madan's sense of the term as well. Libraries identify particular materials as being rare or special; and these may be given descriptions using many of the techniques developed by descriptive bibliography, e.g., transcription of capitalization, punctuation, and/or line endings, transcription of full imprints without transposition, collation by signatures, notes on binding, typography, paper, etc.

It would seem that a certain amount of degression in this sense might be a wise thing. Elizabeth Tate has shown that the common 80:20 ratio operates on the number of works that ever appear in more than one edition. (Tate) Even though bibliographers protest that any book is interesting as a physical object regardless of its content, in fact, there has been a marked tendency in the past to invest bibliographical effort in investigating classic and influential literary texts that have gone into many editions and for which scholars and students require authoritative texts. Greg actually defined
bibliography as "the science of the material transmission of literary texts." (Greg, 1914, p. 83)

**Time span**

Descriptive bibliographies, like catalogs, are meant to be used in perpetuity by future generations and are not considered by their makers to be of transient or ephemeral interest. A catalog or a descriptive bibliography is designed to be part of the permanent documentation of humanity's cultural record.

**Evaluation**

It could be argued that works described using the techniques of descriptive bibliography are inherently valuable to scholarship, or the considerable investment in time and travel involved in creating the descriptive bibliography would not have been made by members of the scholarly community.

Not all works collected by libraries are valued that highly by the scholarly community, but works collected by a library still represent a considerable investment in processing time and in storage costs and have not been acquired lightly. There is a selection process involved--first in the publishing process (reputable publishers make value judgments in deciding which works to publish) and secondly in the library selection process. No library has an unlimited budget, and works are acquired only when they are considered useful to the community served by the library. Thus, only the more reliable and reputable works on a subject even appear in the library catalog. In addition, a library catalog allows a user to determine which writers have published the most works on a
subject of interest, a fact that should also bear some weight in the process of evaluating the best works on a subject. However, once works are included in a library (and its catalog), librarians are careful not to include evaluative comments in their actual descriptions. When librarians compose summary notes, they are scrupulously careful to avoid reviewing or critiquing works; instead the aim is to provide an objective description of the subject matter of the work.

**Section summary**

The essential criterion would seem to be that of function since from it all else follows. The function of a library catalog is to serve as the guide to a particular collection. The function of a descriptive bibliography is to record the findings of an investigation into printing and publishing history of a particular work or works. The latter is *not* a function of a library catalog. Aside from whether or not it should be the function of a library catalog, no particular collection is likely to have enough of the evidence to make such an investigation feasible. While other kinds of catalogs have different functions, e.g. the bookseller's catalog is designed to sell books, the private collector's catalog is designed to reflect glory on the collector, these catalogs, in listing the contents of particular collections, are as limited as library catalogs in how much evidence they can contain to support studies of printing and publishing history. All these catalogs can draw on the findings of descriptive bibliographers to identify and describe precisely the publications that they list, but the catalogers who construct them cannot carry out the investigations themselves.
Tanselle's criterion of ideal copy seems unsatisfactory for the following reason. One could argue that a library cataloger aims at describing the ideal copy as well in that he or she aims at excluding from the description (or at least clearly indicating) details which are specific to the copy cataloged and including those details which apply to the entire edition as issued. The cataloger differs from the descriptive bibliographer only in the methods of investigation and kinds of evidence that he or she brings to bear in this process.

The function of the library catalog is to serve as the guide to a particular collection. As such, it must be able to tell the users which subjects and which authors are represented in the collection, which works of those authors, and which editions of those works. It is in the last object that the work of the descriptive bibliographer can be tapped to allow us to more clearly identify and describe, e.g., identical editions hiding under differing title pages or different editions hiding under identical title pages.

Those users of the library who are not bibliographers are assumed to be more interested in the content of the works or editions they seek than in physical variation that does not affect content. The bibliographers themselves are interested in physical variation that does not affect content essentially because it is evidence that ultimately supports either the establishment of authoritative texts or the description of printing and publishing practice that can later support the establishment of authoritative texts. Thus, the bibliographer's work will ultimately serve the library's users; and librarians and bibliographers must cooperate to that end.

Unfortunately, before the bibliographer has done his or her work, the cataloger cannot be sure of what details are discriminatory in any particular case. In ordinary
cataloging, we rely on rough title page transcription and overall paging as the primary evidence for variation in edition. When this is not enough, we must wait until the bibliographer has done his or her work before we can do ours.

II. CATALOGING COMPARED TO ENUMERATIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY AND ABSTRACTING AND INDEXING SERVICES

Object of the description

The object of a description is a published item as in cataloging. Frequently, however, more analysis will be practiced. In other words, articles in journals, papers, short stories, poems, and the like in compilations, pamphlets, and other materials not generally cataloged in libraries will be included in an enumerative bibliography; abstracting and indexing services specialize in the journal articles that are not cataloged by libraries.

Functions

Instead of a guide to a particular collection, an enumerative bibliography (sometimes called systematic or reference bibliography) or an abstracting and indexing service serves to aid the user interested in a particular subject to discover the existence of works on that subject; but generally no help is provided in locating an actual copy of a given publication. In fact, the American Film Institute catalogs (actually enumerative filmographies) are an example of an enumerative bibliography that lists titles that probably no longer exist; it is known that many films listed in the AFI catalogs no longer
exist from having been lost to nitrate film deterioration. (American Film Institute Catalog)

Some attempts have been made to provide more linking from abstracting and indexing services to available electronic copies in the on-line environment; but, so far, the mechanisms do not work very well. First, the mechanisms are very dependent on numerical identifiers such as ISSN’s, which may be erroneous, treacherous, or non-existent. Second, these mechanisms must navigate an impenetrable tangle of rights management algorithms.

Scope

Scope is usually defined as limited to a particular subject or academic discipline as opposed to a catalog, the scope of which is defined by the collection to which it is a guide.

Number of copies examined

The creator of an abstract or an indexing entry or an entry in an enumerative bibliography is probably seeing only the copy in front of them and is unaware of other copies or versions although, depending on the subject area, some will list the various extant editions of a particular work of interest.

Collective vs. individual creation

An enumerative bibliography is likely to be created by a single person who will have defined a consistent scope and style. Abstracting and indexing services typically
employ staffs of abstracters and indexers, who will presumably be following some sort of in-house guidelines.

**Standardization**

Standardization will be employed within the enumerative bibliography project or in-house at the abstracting and indexing service, but it is rare for outside standards to be followed. Abstracting and indexing services generally see their function as being that of providing speedy access to current materials that will be of interest for only a short time. Their tools are generally not designed to be used in perpetuity by future generations and are considered by their makers to be of transient or ephemeral interest. Thus, for example, it is not uncommon for older records to be formatted or indexed differently than newer records with no attempt made to bring the records into sync. Because of the lack of standardization over time, it can be difficult to design anything other than very simple indexes and displays, especially if the index or display must cover records from more than one time period. Interoperable displays of records from more than one institution or indexing service would probably necessarily have to resemble a primitive Google-like display.

**Authority control**

As with standardization in general, there are few incentives for abstracting and indexing services to provide elaborate authority control. Speed of publication is valued over quality of output. They see their role as that of helping someone find out what a particular author wrote in this past year, not helping someone find out what he or she has
written over his or her entire career. Frequently, authors' forenames will be represented by initials with no attempt to distinguish one AB Smith from a different AB Smith. Users who search under variant author names or variant titles will be out of luck. There are the exceptional abstracting and indexing services that use, for example, Library of Congress subject headings (LCSH); however, they are unlikely to invest any resources in changing older records to match newer forms of heading when LCSH headings change over time. Often abstracting and indexing services do use a thesaurus since the emphasis is usually on subject access rather than on access to authors and works. However, the thesaurus usually bears no relationship to any other thesaurus or subject heading list; and, even internally, no effort will be made over time to keep older records in sync with newer ones when the thesaurus changes.

**Evidence**

Enumerative bibliographers are likely to use title pages and preliminaries in much the same way that ordinary library catalogers do. Often particular style manuals, such as the *Chicago Manual of Style*, will be followed. Abstracting and indexing services usually derive titles from the actual publications being indexed although liberties may be taken with authors' names as noted above.

**Amount of descriptive detail**

Probably only enough detail will be provided to allow the user to find the work described in a bookstore or a library; usually, little attention will be paid to
discriminatory details pertaining to expression or edition beyond explicit title page
edition statements and publication dates.

**Degression**

Since there is usually little interest in providing a record of the various extant
editions or versions of a listed work, degression is not a factor in either enumerative
bibliography or abstracting or indexing services.

**Time span**

Tools are generally not designed to be used in perpetuity by future generations
and are considered by their makers to be of transient or ephemeral interest.

**Evaluation**

See above for a disquisition on the degree to which library catalogs evaluate the
works they contain. Enumerative bibliography exists primarily for the purpose of
evaluation. An enumerative bibliography is usually a list of the best books on a subject
created by a scholar or expert in the given subject. Abstracting and indexing services
exercise evaluation at the point of determining which journals will be indexed. There is
generally some effort to include only reputable journals and to exclude those that do not
follow acceptable scholarly practices.

**Section summary**
The function of a catalog is to provide a permanent record of the works held in a particular collection with the underlying assumption that they will be held in perpetuity as part of the cultural record of humanity. Even if a title is withdrawn or discarded in a particular collection, this is done only when it is known to survive in another. The function of enumerative bibliography and of abstracting and indexing services is quite different; it is to provide temporary and timely access to citations to works on a subject without guaranteeing that the user will actually be able to obtain those works. The user must take a second step of visiting a library and searching the catalog (or, nowadays, searching the catalog over the Internet and authenticating themselves as users who are entitled to access electronic documents that are licensed by a library) in order to obtain the works themselves. Abstracting and indexing services especially are in the business of analyzing what is held by libraries; they do not collect the resources themselves.

III. CATALOGING COMPARED TO METADATA

Many consider cataloging to be a type of metadata. In fact, by that broad definition of metadata (data about data), descriptive bibliography is metadata; abstracts and indexes are metadata; and, for that matter, encyclopedias, dictionaries and telephone books are metadata. Here, I would like to use a somewhat narrower definition of metadata, that of metadata that is neither cataloging, nor descriptive or enumerative bibliography, nor abstracts and indexes. I would like to consider here both metadata that is automatically generated by Web search engines and other computer software for which the data is the metadata (e.g. Google) and metadata that is created by humans who are not trained and educated in cataloging and authority control or any other kinds of standards
(e.g., Amazon.com or the metadata created by an aerospace engineer and attached to his paper on the Internet). Here I am using a definition of metadata similar to Campbell's: "Metadata is not designed or created by a specially-trained cohort of professionals who have a specific skill set and a common slate of objectives." (Campbell, p. 59) In other words, we define metadata in this paper in such a way as to exclude cataloging.

**Object of the description**

There can be quite a bit of fluidity in determination of the object of a description. One metadata creator will create a separate metadata record for each chapter of a given work or each page of a web site, and another will create a metadata record only for the work as a whole. Since many electronic documents are diverse conglomerations of image, text, and audio, different metadata creators will make different decisions about levels of analysis. When the computer is left to make the decision about the object of a description on its own, as in web search engines, the results can be inexplicable and bewildering. As Bernhard Eversberg points out, "Search engine operators cannot afford to disclose their methods of searching and indexing." (p. 11)

**Functions**

One of the main functions is often that of capturing the attention of potential users, much like the function of advertising. It has been said that the economy of the Internet is an economy of attention. Instead of vying for capital, competitors are vying for the scarce moments of attention that each Internet user has available on a given day.
Scope

For Amazon.com, the scope is current trade publications plus out-of-print titles available for purchase. It could be argued that the scope for metadata as narrowly defined above is the entire Internet. One could also argue that one of the reasons that the Internet is so appealing to people who have never been taught research skills is that it allows people to search for facts (Eversberg, p. 11) within disembodied texts, thereby losing all context. One of the main ways in which the metadata on the Internet differs from cataloging, descriptive bibliography, or abstracting and indexing service data is precisely this loss of context. Because of the loss of context, it provides information of often dubious authenticity and reliability and cannot provide the discourse that can lead to knowledge and finally wisdom in minds that are trained in research and critical thinking.

Number of copies examined

Only the copy in front of the metadata creator will be examined.

Collective vs. individual creation

This is the ultimate in collective creation.

Standardization

Little standardization is possible when metadata creators are not trained or educated in the principles of bibliographic organization, and none is possible when only computer manipulation of data is available as in the case of Google. As Bernhard Eversberg points out: "The database consists of nothing but large inverted files, derived
directly from the documents." (Eversburg, p. 12) Thus, complex indexes and displays become impossible as the data is completely unpredictable.

Remember that here we define metadata more narrowly than does, for example, Lynne Howarth, who vividly describes the cacophony that results when many different cataloging standards are followed in creating metadata, in her case broadly defined to include cataloging. (Howarth, p. 48-49) We have excluded metadata created according to standard rules from our definition of metadata in this paper.

**Authority control**

As with any kind of standardization, authority control is probably impossible. Users interested in precision and recall will succeed only if they have all synonyms or variant names and titles available for searching and if they are patient in wading through an ocean of homonyms. Since there are few such users in the world, precision and recall will be possible only for searches for authors, subjects, or works with unique and unchanging names. Thomas Mann writes vividly about how much users lose in the transition from library catalog to Web search engine.

Thus, in Amazon.com, a person who looks up Thomas Mann's work, *Library Research Models*, will be told that users who bought this work also bought *Death in Venice* and *The Magic Mountain*. A person interested in reading the great Chinese novel by Cao Xueqin will find some English language translations under *Dream of the Red Chamber*, some under *Dream of Red Mansions*, some under *The Story of the Stone*, and some under *Hung Lou Meng*, with nothing to guide the user back and forth among them.
Evidence

Since data is unlikely to be marked up in any standard way, it is hard for computer programs to find automatically the title or creator of a particular assemblage of bytes. Human mark-up may improve computer performance a bit in this regard; but, if, as humans often seem to do, they display one title prominently on their electronic document and then put a different title into their metadata, they are not doing much better.

Amount of descriptive detail

Most extant metadata systems seem to be trying to reduce the amount of descriptive detail collected compared to the amount collected in ordinary cataloging in libraries.

Degression

The problem of describing the differences among multiple editions or expressions of the same work has not been tackled yet in the metadata world although the librarian interested in science fiction might contemplate a future in which all documents have been digitized and are therefore available for electronic comparison. Such comparison might be able to signal to a descriptive bibliographer controlling the comparison process where there are significant variations in text, sound, or image sequencing. Only a human, however, would be able to identify which electronic documents represent the same work and should be compared in this fashion. With current Web search engines, it would be impossible to assemble all of the expressions and manifestations of a given work in the first place in order to conduct a subsequent comparison.
Time span

Currently, the major interest in Internet access seems to be focused on the extremely current and ephemeral. So far, because of its lack of organization and its bewildering magnitude, the Internet does not seem to be a good place to keep the permanent cultural record although bits of it are starting to show up there in the form of electronic texts.

Evaluation

Web search engines often provide what is called relevance ranking. This can mislead users into thinking that the most valuable and useful indexed Web sites are at the top of the tens of thousands of hits that result from just about any search done using a Web search engine. In fact, all that any relevance ranking algorithm can do is to weight certain words (e.g. those that occur least frequently) more heavily, add up the results, and put the sites with the highest score at the top. Because this process has nothing to do with the actual meaning of the terms being weighted and because language is one of the most complex of human capacities and one which is not available to computers, this can frequently lead to ludicrous results.

Google, perhaps the most popular of all search engines, is so successful because, instead of using the standard relevance ranking algorithms, it ranks sites based on their popularity. Google is capitalizing on an insight that lies behind citation indexing, a tool long familiar in the library world: one way to evaluate the quality of a document is to ask how many other people have cited it in their writings. Google ranks sites based on how
many other sites link to them. This can often give valuable results, but it is a method that should be used with caution. Popularity does not always equal excellence!

**Section summary**

These various kinds of metadata have an even more ephemeral function than does enumerative bibliography or an abstracting and indexing service; and, consequently, even less control is exerted to facilitate ready access. Users are left on their own with no human intervention to organize data for access. These systems profit from the ignorance of users who do not know about what they do not find and are so bedazzled by computers that they place extra value on whatever they did find because they did not have to travel anywhere to get it and did not have to humiliate themselves by asking for help from someone else to get it.

**ARTICLE SUMMARY**

If librarianship is to continue to be a profession, it is going to have to find a way to provide the majority of our users with what they need (rather than what they think they want) and be content, for awhile perhaps, with pleasing only an educated minority that realizes what it needs. Otherwise, humanity is in danger of losing access to its cultural record.

There is a folk tale about a man who captures a leprechaun and is therefore entitled to the gold belonging to the leprechaun. Unfortunately for him, however, the gold is buried in the ground under a particular tree; and he has not brought a shovel with him. He does have a red ribbon with him, however; and he ties it around the tree and makes
the leprechaun promise not to remove it. When he returns with his shovel, of course, every tree in the forest has a red ribbon tied around it. Lest humanity is left to search through such a forest for its cultural treasure, we need to use our ingenuity to figure out how to defend the value of the type of human intervention for information organization that we carry out as a profession from the many advocates of the cheap fix that leaves human intervention out of the solution.
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